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Abstract

By giving significant argumentation I will demonstrate how 
almost all of the claims made by libertarians surrounding the 
wide spread use of additive manufacturing or 3D printing 
are wrong.  There is a consensus idea in their  community 
that  the  development  of  such  technology  will  cause  the 
collapse  of  mainstream  capitalist  manufacturing  by 
undercutting  their  ability  to  compete.  The  belief  is  that 
home  production  will  be  more  efficient  than  mass-
manufacturing leading to market forces pulling  customers 
away from large firms. In addition to this it is claimed that 
the  reduction  in  the  purchasing  of  mainstream 
manufactured goods will lead to a reduction in tax revenue 
collected  by the  state.  Libertarians  insist  that  this  loss  of 
revenue will cause the destruction of the government. These 
beliefs  are  built  upon  false  concepts  with  incorrect 
assumptions behind them.
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1. Introduction

I have no doubt that 3D printing will  become one of the 
greatest technological accomplishments of the 21st century. 
The  further  development  of  it  in  this  time  will  forever 
change  the  face  of  how  we  live  and  the  process  of 
manufacturing.  The  possibilities  of  this  technology  are 
seemingly  endless.  At  this  point  relatively  early  in  its 
development we have gone from making small trinkets, to 
manufacturing guns, to creating artificial jaw bones. We are 
right now on to verge of being able to manufacture human 
organs  out  of  stem cells  using  3D printers.  The  idea  of 
artificially growing new organs is just beginning, now we are 
jumping to their manufacture. The reality of this is simply 
astounding if we think about it.

An entire new Industrial Revolution may be taking 
place  before  our  very  eyes.  Manufacturing  is  going  to 
change and we’re  not  exactly  sure  where  it  is  going.  We 
have little idea what it is going to turn into, but everyone 
has  their  theories.  The one great  advantage revolutionary 
economist  Karl  Marx had over  Adam Smith was that  he 
lived during the time of the Industrial Revolution. Marx saw 
the potential that existed to transform the world with the 
newly developing technology that was at hand. He also saw 
how this technology was not serving the needs of human 
life, but instead was serving the profits of the capitalist class. 
From  this  vantage  point  Marx  was  able  to  produce  his 
Labour Theory of Value along with all the other aspects of 
Marxist economics. Unfortunately Marx is no longer with us 
and so it is our tasks to apply his theories to our modern 
era.

The  preceding  history  in  the  development  of 
productive  forces  was  the  concentration  of  productive 
ability  into  fewer  and  fewer  hands.  In  tribal  society, 
production was socialized at a very low material level. Once 
property came into existence the ownership of the means of 
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production came into private hands, albeit in a limited form. 
This  stage  of  feudalism  set  up  private  ownership  as  the 
predominant form of ownership that was to come for the 
next several centuries. At this time small private producers 
came into existence,  blacksmiths,  wine makers etc.  These 
people  worked  with  (primarily)  their  own  labour  and 
profited  from  it  personally.  Guilds  were  set  up  for  the 
purpose of protecting the interests of various independent 
manufacturers. This was the era of the small independent 
producer that is glorified in market fundamentalist texts and 
propagandized about by actually existing capitalism.

When the Industrial Revolution came into existence, 
it  took  production  out  of  the  hands  of  small  private 
producers and into the hands of larger capitalist firms. Small 
producers could no longer produce quickly enough for the 
large firms that were now conducting trade in farther and 
father  away  place  around  the  globe.  Expanded  markets 
required expanded and more efficient use of the means of 
production. Closed guilds no longer sufficed for the wants 
of the public nor the demands of capitalist manufacturing. 
The guilds were dismantled and the small producers driven 
out due to an inability to compete with the capitalist firms. 
The means of production became concentrated into fewer 
and fewer hands forcing the small producers to give up self-
production and submit to employment or starve.

As the evolution of the productive forces took place 
we see that the means of production were forced into fewer 
and  fewer  hands.  It  went  from  production  under  tribal 
societies  of  collective  labour,  to  the  concentration  of 
production  into  a  few  dozen  large  corporations  in  the 
world.  Correspondingly  wealth  in  the  world  was 
concentrated into fewer and fewer  hands  as  well.  This  is 
what  Marx  predicted,  he  called  it  concentration  and 
centralization of capital. With the advent and spread of 3D 
printers,  we  must  consider  what  will  happen  to  this 
centralization when the means of production are no longer 
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concentrated in the same way. This is one of the questions 
we must ask ourselves.

One  group  particularly  interested  in  the 
development  of  3D printers  is  the market fundamentalist 
community  of  the  United  States.  These  so-called 
“libertarians”  have  a  general  idea  of  what  they  think  the 
spread of 3D printers will lead to. They advocate the idea 
that  3D  printers  will  destroy  the  modern  capitalist  state 
(which they  insist  is  actually  socialist)  through the use of 
black markets.  The idea is that everyone will  produce for 
themselves and sell the excess in a “black market”, meaning 
they will  sell to each other avoiding large businesses, thus 
avoiding taxes. The lack of tax revenue from their acts of 
exchange  is  supposed  to  be  able  to  bring  down the  US 
government.  Of course this  idea is  simply  ridiculous,  but 
they hold on it quite strongly and insist that this is the path 
to true capitalism. They see this free exchange among small 
producers as being “the real thing” and our modern state “is 
not real capitalism.” This is their unscientific utopian view 
of  the  system,  a  system  without  flaws  and  the  market 
magically  making  everything  available  to  everyone  and 
providing full employment.

This  is  another  question  I  will  be  answering, 
showing  again  why  utopian  views  are  simply  childish 
wishful thinking.

Others have legitimate  concerns thinking that  this 
new method of producing may cause irreparable harm to 
the  economy and  devastate  human  lives.  This  advent  of 
producing at home will  collapse economies now that they 
will be able to produce on their own. There is no need to go 
to the store and purchase anything from a company that can 
now be done at home. Meaning there is no longer a demand 
for  manufacturing,  forcing  people  into  unemployment 
sending the country into a recession as a result. Capital will 
supposedly not be able to find a place to invest causing the 
flow of capital to stop. True, this could be a result that may 
happen.  However  I  think  the  events  will  be  much more 
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complex than this scenario portrays. I don’t think it will be 
as simple as a “crash”, but a restructuring of the economic 
relations we live in. An unknown variable here is how fast 
these printers will spread among the population in the next 
10 years. If they spread slowly the effect will be rather small 
and  the  economy will  have  time  to  adjust  to  it.  If  they 
spread  quickly,  the  effects  could  cause  a  shock  in  the 
economy leading to any number of problems.

Others think this will usher in a new positive era of 
manufacturing  that  will  create  new economic  freedom in 
choice  for  individuals.  Here  is  an  idea  by  one  company 
Freshome Design & Architecture: 
‘Hailed by some observers as “an industrial revolution  
for  the  digital  age”,  rapid  manufacturing  has  been  
changing  the face  of  the  manufacturing  industry  for  
some  time  now.  Many  believe  that  3D  printing  
technology  is  democratising  design  and  
manufacturing,  making  it  more  accessible  and  less  
dependant  on  economies  of  scale.  Traditional  
manufacturing  methods  often  come  with  prohibitive  
tooling  costs  meaning  that  smaller  companies  and  
individuals are often priced out of the market when it  
comes to product development. 3D printing has been  
hailed  as  a  game  changer  though  and  has  enabled  
businesses to make manufacturing advances that were  
previously unthinkable.’ [1]

Jason Unruhe 2013
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2. A Utopia it is Not

Right  now  libertarians  are  salivating  at  the  idea  that  3D 
printers  will  crush the current "not real capitalism". They 
have a utopian view that a totally free market will destroy all 
monopolies and provide affordable goods and services for 
everyone, along with full employment. This is very far from 
the truth. This opinion is childishly over simplistic and not 
based on a real understanding of economics. Much of the 
claims  made  by  libertarians  (or  anarcho-capitalism)  are 
based on a few fraudulent  presuppositions.  For  one they 
always assume that in an An-Cap society they will have no 
unemployment. This is actually used to justify their position 
on a capitalist taking risk, assuming there is always another 
job for the worker to go to, presupposing unemployment 
doesn't  exist.  Much  of  this  work  will  be  dedicated  to 
refusing the claims made by these people that this "not real 
capitalist" system will fall under the wide spread use of 3D 
printers.

The idea is that the wide spread use of 3D printers 
will  allow  many  ordinary  everyday  people  to  begin 
producing on their own, supposedly eliminating the need to 
make purchases from large corporations. The trade between 
small producers they see as "real" capitalism because it was 
how  the  system  began,  how  it  is  described  in  the  basic 
works. This of course is no longer the case. Capitalism has 
been running its course, going through all the development 
(or "evolution") that comes as a result of the very system 
itself. Means of production became concentrated into fewer 
and  fewer  hands.  This  is  just  the  next  step  in  the 
development of the productive forces. That concentration 
went  from  shared  in  a  tribal  society  and  became  more 
concentrated  as  time  went  on  through  feudalism  up  to 
capitalism today. This is a system based on private wealth 
and the concentration of resources; it is a natural result of 
its very structure.
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The  attempt  to  bring  capitalism  back  to  a  more 
decentralized  economy  of  small  producers  is  not  only 
backward, it’s impossible to do without actually destroying 
the system that currently exists.  3D printing can't  make a 
situation to destroy the current system; it can only exist as a 
result of the destruction of the current system. Capitalism 
would already have to be at an end with no alternative in 
place for them to even make such an attempt. Their belief 
that this new technology can pose a threat to the current 
economic order is frankly laughable.

Let us look more closely at their actual argument:
3D printing  allows the  manufacturing  of  complex 

commodities  to  be  carried  out  right  in  your  own home. 
Even  complex  machines  such  as  another  3D  printer, 
watches and other devices can be made in this way. This 
opens  up  a  door  to  a  whole  new  world  of  small  scale 
manufacturing  that  a  single  individual  can  carry  out. 
Previously  such  manufacturing  required  an  entire 
production facility and entire work teams. It also required 
specialized labour.  This signals an ability for an individual 
to do what he previous could not do on his own. So we can 
see how those who propound the individualist ideology, the 
Randian  self-aggrandising  types  would  be  excited  by  this 
technology. It essentially gives more productive power to a 
single individual, it empowers them.

Their assertion is that they will manufacture away in 
their homes and then go out into a "black market" and sell 
their goods to each other. They believe that their trade with 
each other will bypass the large corporations and bypass the 
tax system. This lack of support for the corporations will 
cause them to go out of business destroying them all. Along 
with that, the lack of sales tax revenue will undermine the 
ability  of  the  state  to  support  itself  thus  leading  to  its 
destruction. This idea is flawed in several ways. There are 
two  arguments  for  the  destruction  of  the  "not  real 
capitalism" we have now, so I will deal with them separately.
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3. Can Home 3D Printing Destroy 
Corporations?

The libertarian utopian idea essentially  relies on the belief 
that they as small producers will be able to outcompete the 
large manufacturing firms that exist in the world today. In 
order for this to be possible the 3D printing technology (in 
the  hands  of  the  libertarian)  must  be  able  to accomplish 
three criteria:

1. It must be more efficient than the mass-manufacturing of 
large firms,

2. The commodities produced must be cheaper in price to 
sell,

3. They must provide a commodity a person cannot, or is 
unwilling to produce themselves.

The one true potential that 3D printing holds is the ability 
to manufacture more efficiently. Previously this required (in 
more complicated commodities) a set of skilled labourers to 
carry out certain functions within the production process. 
Making a watch required a master craftsman with decades 
of experience to produce such an item. Now a 3D printer 
can potentially whip out perfectly crafted pieces in maybe 
two hours.  With the  craftsmen it  took a long time hand 
moulding and crafting each individual piece to fit the watch 
perfectly.  Now  this  same  precision  can  be  met  with  a 
machine.

This already took place within the capitalist mode of 
production.  An assembly  line  could produce all  the parts 
necessary to build a watch and assemble it with a low skill 
level work force. The complicated task of crafting a watch 
was broken down into many simple tasks along an assembly 
line.  No  longer  was  the  special  skill  needed,  a  single 
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machine mills cogs at a fast pace, greater than that of the 
craftsman  and  then  is  handed  off  to  a  worker  on  the 
producing line. That worker simply has to pop a cog into 
the correct spot and then pass it on to the next worker who 
took the next step in its  assembly.  Master craftsman skill 
was  needed  neither  in  the  milling  of  the  piece,  nor  the 
assembly of the watch.

The trick the capitalist had over the small producer 
is that they owned the machine that milled the cog. They 
could  produce  more  cogs  than  the  craftsman  could.  He 
could also hire unskilled labourers to assemble the watches 
for  cheap.  This  increase  in  efficiency  threw  the  skilled 
craftsman out of his trade because his watches could not 
compete  with  those  sold  at  a  much  lower  price  by  the 
capitalist  and  his  more  efficient  system.  Of  course  the 
craftsman still  exists  today,  albeit  in  a  very  limited  form. 
They  are  very  few and far  between.  Only  producing  the 
highest quality of watches at a price the vast majority of the 
population  cannot  afford.  The  rest  of  the  watch  makers 
have been pushed out of the market rendering their skills 
unusable, unable to generate income.

3D  printing  is  the  next  obvious  stage  in  the 
evolution of the productive forces. It allows an even greater 
efficiency  in  the  production  process.  Previously  the 
capitalist invested a great deal in obtaining many machines 
that  milled the  various parts  of  the watch.  Watches have 
many  different  parts  that  required  several  different 
machines  to  manufacture.  This  meant  different  machines 
for different manufacturing purposes. One set of machines 
made  all  the  cogs  of  a  particular  size,  others  made  the 
spring, while another crafted the frame of the watch. This 
required  many  machines  and  only  the  capitalist  had  the 
financial resources (capital) necessary to obtain them. Only 
those who could afford these machines were able to carry 
out  this  production,  because  those  who didn’t  could  not 
compete with those who did. This is one of those "innovate 
or  die"  moments  in  capitalism.  You  must  become  as 
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efficient  as  your  competition  or  go  out  of  business 
alongside the master craftsman.

No longer is this the case with the wide spread use 
of 3D printers.  A single printing unit can produce all  the 
parts necessary for the watch. The days of needing all those 
different  machines  for  all  the  different  parts  of  the 
commodity are gone. One machine can replace all of them 
making the  production process immensely  more efficient. 
The  advent  of  a  single  machine  that  can  do  all  this 
introduces the ability of a single person to hold the entire 
production  process  in  their  own  hands.  The  individual 
libertarian  now has  the  entire  productive  process  at  their 
disposal  and  they  can  now  produce  the  full  commodity 
themselves without needing the large amounts of machinery 
and capital,  the  capitalist  owned.  It  seems as  though the 
playing  field  has  been  leveled  and  now  the  individual 
libertarian can compete where he could not before. 

Or can he?
This is the basic idea behind why libertarians think 

they  will  be  able  to  beat  the  "not  real  capitalist"  in  the 
market place. They can produce for each other in their own 
little  "black  market"  and cut  the  successful  capitalist  out 
completely. Now they can produce what the large firms can, 
right  there  in  their  own homes  and  exchange  with  each 
other without the tax man being any the wiser. Except for 
one problem, this presupposes the capitalist hasn't noticed 
this increase in efficiency as well, and is not smart enough to 
use it himself.

The big corporate capitalist didn't get to where he is 
by being incompetent and refusing to become as efficient as 
those  he  is  competing  against.  More  than  likely  he  has 
already noticed  the  potential  of  using  3D printers  and is 
seeking to make it  a part of his own production process. 
How do we know this? Because very large companies are 
already using them and have been doing so for a while now. 
Previously the printers were too expensive for the public to 
obtain. The only people who did have them were the large 
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firms which  were  the  only  ones  who could  afford them. 
They already know about them and are already using them.

By the time any libertarian community gets any kind 
of serious manufacturing off the ground, the actual capitalist 
class  will  already  being  using  them  to  an  even  greater 
efficiency. The capitalist still  holds the advantage over the 
small producer in their home. The capital they own alone is 
enough to win out over any of  the small  producers.  The 
large firm will be able to afford more 3D printers than the 
home producer will. In fact they will be able to obtain more 
technically  sophisticated  ones  that  would  likely  be  even 
more efficient, in that they can operate faster. They would 
also  own printers  that  were  much larger  and could  print 
more parts in a single printing cycle. If the printing bed is 
large enough the printer could produce all the parts for four 
watches at a single time. The capitalist will always have the 
newest most efficient printer because of their greater supply 
of capital (and access to capital). The firm can now produce 
four  times  as  many  watches  in  less  time  than  a  home 
producer can produce a single one. The capitalist with his 
capital will always be ahead of the technological curve able 
to  out  produce  and  outsell  the  small  home  based 
manufacturer.

Essentially  you  would  have  a  libertarian  sitting  at 
home watching his 3D printer produce something while the 
capitalist  had 10 people watching 100 machines making 4 
commodities  apiece.  In  simple  economic  terms  the  lone 
producer  would  be  nowhere  near  being  able  to  compete 
with the large firm. The libertarian and his 3D printer would 
not  in  any  way  be  more  efficient  than  the  mass-
manufacturing of a large firm.

As  if  the  large  firm  didn't  have  enough  of  an 
advantage, it also has the upper hand when it comes to the 
collection of raw materials. With the vastly greater capital at 
its disposal it can purchase raw materials at a lower price by 
buying in bulk directly from the producer. The libertarian 
on the other hand would have to buy it from a dealer that 
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dealt with smaller quantities. The libertarian would have to 
deal  with a middle man because the producer of the raw 
material  wouldn't  bother  making an account  and sale  for 
such a small  purchase. He would much rather sell  metric 
tons of it as opposed to mere hundreds of pounds. It’s not 
worth his time to do so thus the libertarian has to pay a 
middle man to get a hold of them.

Mines and other suppliers of raw material often sign 
large supply contracts to various firms. These contracts can 
be hundreds of metric tons. Sometimes they are exclusive 
contracts;  the mining company only supply one company 
with the raw material. Libertarians could of course complain 
that its "not real capitalism", but it is. This is the reality of 
the system. Not to mention, telling them they have to sell to 
everyone  would  be  violating  the  entire  principal  of 
libertarianism to begin with.

An expected libertarian reply to this would be that 
they could go and mine the raw material themselves. The 
idea of a single lone libertarian (or a group of them going 
off into a mountain to mine steel is pretty funny.) Imagine a 
bunch of 1849 prospectors headed off to find their fortune 
in  steel  all  proclaiming to be individuals  with yellow and 
black  hardhats.  They  wouldn't  have  the  machinery  or 
manpower  necessary  to  get  the  raw  material  out  of  the 
mountain at a profitable rate (absolutely nowhere near it in 
fact). Even a single day of mining would not be profitable.  
When  you  add  in  the  time  and  resources  necessary  to 
process the steel or resin into a form needed for the printer,  
we have an impossible scenario. The home producers in the 
end will have to spend much more in raw materials to even 
run their machines.

This can be expanded further when you consider all 
the chemicals you'll need to produce all the things we use 
daily. 3D printers can't make acids or countless other things. 
There are limits to what they can do. These requirements 
place home 3D printing outside the realm of being able to 
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compete  with large  industrial  firms who will  have a near 
monopoly. 

With all these considerations it’s just impossible for 
someone running a 3D printer in their  home to compete 
with  a  large  firm  running  many  other  of  them.  These 
companies have vastly more resources, better access to raw 
materials, able to employ more efficient labour and has the 
great access to capital.  Simple productivity would make it 
impossible for a small producer to compete in price. The 
large  companies  can spread the  cost  over  so many more 
commodities  produced that  the  libertarian  can't  compete. 
Cost of production per unit would be so much lower than 
producing  at  home;  they  wouldn't  be  able  to  sell  it  at  a 
competitive price.

They might be able to produce for themselves, but 
they  would  never  be  able  to  produce  for  a  competitive 
market.  People  really  are  not  going  to  buy  the  same 
commodity  (possibly)  made  at  a  lower  quality  for  more 
money  than  going  to  the  store.  The  actual  cost  of  the 
product  is  still  going to be the  determining  factor in  the 
when it comes to selling the commodity. The commodities 
they make will not be cheaper in price than those produced 
by the large manufacturing firms.

As  we  begin  to  look  further  into  how capitalism 
actually  functions  we  see  how  much  more  futile  the 
libertarian plan with 3D printers is. They constantly claim 
that  the way the economic system functions today is  not 
"real capitalism", despite their incorrect claim, they have to 
accept  that's  what  it  is  if  they  are  going  to  defeat 
corporations. You can't make a plan to fight them based on 
a  preconceived  notion  of  "perfect  competition".  That 
doesn't exist here and now (or ever), the plan must be based 
on the really existing material conditions. They're ignoring 
the  way  things  are  in  favour  of  planning  based  on 
conditions  that  don't  exist.  This  is  the  same  as  the  US 
approaching a war on China from the perspective of a pre-
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firearm campaign. If the libertarians wish to fight real life 
capitalism, they'll have to plan according to it.

Take for example  the necessity  of  marketing.  The 
basement  producer  will  not  have  the  access  to  any 
meaningful ability to advertise the product they sell. In this 
era it’s practically impossible to sell anything without placing 
it on television. A single basement producer will not be able 
to come anywhere close to being able to do so. The capital 
necessary to get even a single ad on television (or radio for 
that  matter)  is  well  beyond that  of  many small  business. 
Many libertarians might reply by saying that they are going 
to put up flyers around their neighbourhood or hand them 
out  at  their  local  An-Cap  get-together.  However  this 
wouldn't reach enough people in order to gain access to a 
market  large  enough  to  make  production  profitable.  A 
market large enough to sustain production would have to 
spread pretty far. The knowledge of the commodity would 
be quite localized leading to drastically fewer people seeking 
it out (wanting to consume it). This would lead into all kinds 
of other problems, like distribution costs.

Instead  of  going  on,  let  us  keep  this  simple;  we 
could end up giving an entire economics lesson. We'll focus 
on supply  and demand right now because libertarians  are 
big on it. Imagine all these small producers appearing all at 
once producing everything we need. They're not organizing 
among themselves what to produce; they reject the very idea 
of  that,  calling  it  "communist".  The  most  obvious  and 
predictable  thing  will  happen...  They  will  massively  over 
produce. The production of the most common items of 3D 
printers will flood the market destroying the price of them. 
There will be so many the demand might actually cease to 
exist depending on the product. This mass production by 
small producers will end up destroying the market for this 
item,  at  least  in  a  few  areas  where  they  are  the  most 
prevalent.

The  technology  is  still  limited,  3D  printers  can't 
produce  everything  we  need  in  a  modern  society.  The 
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higher end more technically complicated products we need 
can't be done with a 3D printer alone. Wires must still be 
manufactured  the  traditional  way.  Circuit  boards  are  not 
quite ready to be made with 3D printers. Also take with that 
the fact they need to be soldered together to function as an 
electronic  device.  This  is  an  extremely  complicated  task 
assembling these devices (which also requires a knowledge 
of  chemistry).  A gear  functioning  windup  watch  may  be 
nice, but many are going to prefer a digital watch that a 3D 
printer can't make. 

Even with 3D printers able to build a lot of what we 
need,  the  printer  itself  still  needs  to  be  programmed  to 
produce something. It requires programming skill to be able 
to have a new product introduced. One can’t simply wait 
for someone else to come up with it first and then throw it 
out into the public as open source. If any competition is to 
be  carried  out  a  producer  has  to  innovate,  not  wait  for 
someone to innovate for them. That would be leaching off 
the  ideas  of  others,  in  the  view of  people  who are  pro-
capitalism. These people are parasites in their eyes because 
they simply mooch off the intellectual property of others.

We  still  need  these  products  that  can  only  be 
produced by large corporations. Some libertarians might say 
that they'll  refuse to use the products made by them, but 
this  is  just  not  feasible  unless  you're  a  primitivist.  In the 
medical  field  alone  it  is  of  absolute  necessity  that  we 
consume these products. Vehicles cannot yet be made by 3d 
printers, thus the entire transportation industry and thus the 
economy is dependent on them. You can 3D print a bicycle, 
but I doubt many libertarians will be stuffing a backpack full 
of goods and start cycling off to the market.

There  are  too  many  necessities  and  addictive 
luxuries the First World has that a 3D printer is not capable 
of producing. The internet and television alone cannot be 
connected to by simply owning a printer made product; it 
requires  a  great  deal  more  in  manufacturing.  These 
industries alone comprise a great deal of the economy, at 
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least the companies that carry this out do. These products 
which  are  a  major  driving  force  of  the  US  consumer 
economy  cannot  be  removed  from  major  manufacturing 
firms. Libertarians and their 3D printers are absolutely no 
threat to them.

There is another series of industries that won’t be 
challenged  by  home  printing.  Raw materials  for  example 
make up a great deal of the economy, oil for example has 
some of the largest corporations in the world. They wield 
tremendous power in the economy and the market.  Their 
energy resource alone can hold entire nations hostage with 
its  price.  Add in  things  like  steel  and coal  and you have 
more  than enough  to  make  3D home printing  irrelevant 
enough that they won’t even be noticed in the economy.

In  the  end  the  3D  printing  may  undermine  the 
profits  of  some  companies  that  produce  simple  thing  a 
printer can. Wrenches and small tools, but even then non-
3D printing  manufacturing is more efficient  and faster in 
some ways. Tool and die is still more preferable and mass 
output from metal stamping is much faster compared to the 
slow 3D printer.  There is slight chance that some profits 
can be taken from the corporations in this way, but nothing 
anywhere close to destroying them.

3D  printers  just  have  no  ability  to  challenge  the 
concentration  of  capital  that  has  taken  place  with  the 
development of capitalism.

To  finally  put  the  nail  in  the  coffin  for  the 
Libertarian idea of 3D printers destroying the corporations, 
I give to you the reader the Marxist concept of exchange-
value.  Marx  theorized  that  commodities  had  a  two-fold 
value  embedded  in  each  of  them.  A  use-value,  meaning 
what it is useful for, why you want it and use it. It also has 
an  exchange-value,  meaning  its  value  in  exchange, 
something that is produced to be exchanged with something 
else. This is a foreign concept to bourgeois economics; they 
assume everything has the same value all the way around. 
An  exchange-value  is  different  from  its  use  value.  If  a 
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commodity cannot be exchanged, the value is not realized 
and thus is not a commodity.

But what  does this  have to do with 3D printers? 
Well  imagine  everyone  now has  their  own printer  and is 
producing things. You and I are sitting in our basements 
producing  all  the  tools  and commodities  we  need.  Once 
we've completed our round of production we meet up at 
the market place to sell  our goods. Now you present me 
with your 3/4 inch wrench that you just printed and make 
me an offer on the price... But I don't take it, because my 
printer can make the same thing.

Almost  all  3D  printers  have  relatively  the  same 
capacity for production. All I need is the program, which I 
can probably guess at myself if the object is something rare. 
(Not to mention the possibility  of open source software.) 
Other than that I can produce whatever you are trying to 
sell  me  anyway.  So  why  would  I  spend  the  money  on 
something I can produce myself? It would be cheaper that 
way.  These  commodities  as  they  are  produced  lose  their 
exchange-value because of the ease of their manufacture.

Why  buy  something  I  can  produce  myself?  Why 
even  barter  with  each  other  if  we  all  have  the  same 
productive capacity? That would be simply exchanging for 
the sake of exchanging. It would be pointless to do so.
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4. Can 3D Printing Destroy State?

The second claim libertarians make is that the wide 
spread use of 3D printing will enable them to take down the 
modern  bourgeois  state.  Essentially  they  say  this  will  be 
effective because they will not be using large corporations 
that  pay  taxes.  The  lack  of  revenue  from  the  home 
production will cause the corporations to go out of business 
and thus not be able to pay it. The taxes won’t be able to 
fund the state, so I guess all of sudden the state will fall I 
suppose.  (The  actual  claim  of  how  this  will  work  by 
libertarians isn't very clear.)

The crux of the argument is that buying and selling 
amongst  themselves  it  will  cut  out  the  formal  economy, 
causing  the  state to lose  enough of the  tax revenue they 
would collect from the businesses. In addition to this, they 
think  the  lack  of  sales  tax  collected  by  avoid  large 
companies  will  put  states  in  the  red  on  revenue  and 
eventually lead to their destruction. As usual the libertarian 
argument is  not fully  thought through. When we actually 
break down the tax structure we see how this view point is 
unreasonable.

The state won't lose any real amount of tax money 
from large industry, because as I have already demonstrated, 
they're not going to disappear. The home 3D printing has 
no ability to challenge the profits of the corporations who 
get  taxed.  This  argument  is  based  off  presupposing  that 
libertarians  can  affect  the  companies.  Corporation  don't 
even pay that much in taxes anyway. Even if you could put 
a dent into the tax collected from it, say up to 30%, it would 
have very little effect on state revenue.
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We can see that even if libertarians were able to cut 
into the tax revenue corporations pay out up to 30%, its 
effect would be absolutely negligible. In fact it’s theoretically 
possible  to  just  drop  corporate  taxes  completely  and 
continue to have the state adequately funded. This is just a 
fantasy by the libertarian community that they can grab so 
much power.  The truth is  in  reality  corporations  (i.e.  the 
capitalist class) are the ones who actually hold the power in 
society. They are not the ones actually paying for the system 
to function; cutting into the money they pay means nothing 
even if it were possible.

But what about sales tax? It should be a different 
story when we talk about it because it does make up much 
more  of  the  revenue  generated.  This  is  true;  sales  tax  is 
much more, depending on the state. Even then it’s hardly 
going to make a dent. Again we return to the fact that the 
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3D  printers  don't  have  an  ability  to  seriously  cut  into 
corporate  profits.  A person can make their  own tools  at 
home, but these tools take considerably longer to make. It is 
much faster to just go to the store and purchase it. Making 
tools  at home could possibly  take an entire day to make. 
This is very trying on a person's patience. Not to mention 
making  one  in  the  middle  of  an  emergency  repair.  Your 
pipes leak and you want a day to make the tool necessary? It 
would also be cheaper again for all the reasons I previously 
game. It is just more economical to just go to the store and 
purchase one off the shelf. 

We must also take into consideration there is sales 
tax on all kinds of commodities that a 3D printer cannot 
make. Sales taxes are on vehicles,  food, clothing,  fuel for 
vehicles,  they  make  up  the  vast  majority.  Many  other 
products are covered in sales tax that cannot be affected by 
printing  like  alcoholic  beverages  and  tobacco  products. 
(Frankly I'm not going without either of those.) 3D printing 
just couldn't cut into commodity sales. There are just too 
many products that are outside of its abilities. 

Even this limited degree means nothing in the face 
of the fact that entire states don't even have a sales tax.
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Let's  take  this  even further  and assume that  3D printing 
develops to a level where it can actually compete with mass 
manufacturing. As a result tax revenue drops a great deal 
and the state becomes underfunded. The stores are empty, 
"not real capitalism" mom and pop operations have been 
driven into the ground and destroyed. Libertarianism reigns 
supreme and everyone is printing their lives away in their 
garages or apartment living rooms. The state is now poor 
and about to collapse. Freedom is now available to everyone 
is great quantities. What will the state do?

Well real life is not like the end of a Zeitgeist movie. 
There is no great theatrical moment when the ruling elite 
sitting up in their boardrooms simply pick up the phone and 
call  it  quits  in  a  completely  bloodless  moment  of  social 
surrender. It's as funny when libertarians think it’s going to 
happen  this  way  when  the  Zeitgeist  people  do.  The 
capitalist  state  is  not  just  going  to  throw  in  the  towel 
someday.  If  that  were  the  case  then  all  the  violent 
revolutions in the history of the world would never have 
happened. This just shows a tremendous weakness in the 
ability of libertarians to analyse social change and the way it 
takes place.

The government is not just going to lie down and 
die, because the ruling class is not just going to lie down and 
die. If there was a case in which the state was not receiving 
enough in revenue then it would find a new way to obtain it. 
The simplest and easiest way to do it would be to change 
the tax structure. If we assume the state could not survive 
without sales tax (which many do) they would just follow 
the example of those who already don't have it.

So  now let  us  assume that  the  corporate  tax  and 
sales tax money has been devastated leaving a huge deficit in 
the  government revenue.  What  can it  do to alter  the  tax 
structure? The most obvious answer is to impose new taxes. 
If one area is not generating enough, then another area must 
be taxed to make up the shortfall. There's many options that 
are available, different kinds of taxes have been created over 
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the  years.  If  government  is  good  at  anything  it's  getting 
money  out  of  people.  Here  are  a  few  options  that  they 
would have open for them.

Head Tax:  If the "black market" industry of 3D printing 
was actually able to achieve what it is claimed it would, there 
would be a great shortage of income tax. Theoretically if no 
one was reporting the income from these businesses they 
wouldn't be paying taxes on them. Obviously police would 
be sent in to shut these operations down but we'll  ignore 
this in favour of the libertarian argument. If in some way an 
income  tax  was  impossible  to  enforce,  the  government 
would just make a head tax, a flat rate that every person has 
to  pay.  This  might  actually  work  out  ever  better  for  the 
(actual) capitalist because he has much more wealth than the 
libertarians cheating the system.
Raw Material Tax: Obviously everyone is going to know 
that  3D printing  was causing this  shortage in income tax 
revenue and sales tax. The large production firms will know 
it and the government will know it. If they can't actually get 
money  off  of  the  production  and  exchange  of  these 
commodities then they will tax what they can in the process 
of their creation. They'll just tax the various raw materials 
that go into the printers. The production and refinement of 
the raw material will not go under the radar. The means of 
production necessary to do this are too costly and large to 
be hidden. Its distribution to the customer will be taxed as it 
is purchased.

A  libertarian  might  make  the  argument  that  they 
could  go  out  and  refine  the  raw  material  themselves. 
However this is not feasible for all the previous reasons I 
gave for the cost of production to begin with. Going out 
and  mining  then  refining  the  material  yourself  is  not 
possible given the needed level of technical sophistication 
and not to mention labour time. This whole process would 
be so cost inefficient that it wouldn't be worthwhile for you 
to do yourself.
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Others  might  suggest  production  of  the  raw 
materials in another country and then have them brought 
into the US illegally. This is complete unfeasible due to the 
high cost of the material and low return on profits. This is 
assuming there are any profits to be made when there isn’t.  
No one is going to be risking their lives or freedom for a 
3D printer.

Energy Tax: This is an extension of the raw material tax. 
Commonsense  tells  you that  the  printers  need  electricity. 
The state could just simply increase the tax on electricity for 
residences to make up for the loss. They could also leave 
the business accounts unchanged by the tax making those 
who use the printers at home to pay the bill.  The devices 
themselves use a great deal of energy to operate, this fact 
alone might just be enough to make it unprofitable to do 
home production, let alone an additional tax on top of it.

Some libertarians have mentioned 3D printers being 
solar  powered,  but  this  is  just  a  fantasy.  Solar  power  is 
nowhere  near  efficient  enough  to  power  something  like 
that.  At  the  time of  this  writing  it’s  just  not  possible  to 
produce  even  at  a  consistent  speed  using  solar  panel 
technology.  There  is  also the  question  of  having  enough 
sunlight light to even power the machines which makes this 
even more complicated.

No  matter  what  libertarians  think,  the  state  always  has 
something they can come up with to compensate for any 
losses that are severe, let alone anything as small as this. The 
fact is libertarians have not thought through the 3D printing 
revolution at all.  They merely see an opportunity to enter 
manufacturing without having to invest in massive amounts 
of capital as real capitalists do. This lack of any grounding in 
reality stems from their utopianist world and economic view 
itself. It is overly simplistic, detached from material reality 
combined with massive doses of denial and hypocrisy.
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This  whole  idea  has  so  many  flaws  in  it,  its 
questionable how no one would be able to miss them. This 
is akin to growing lemons in your back yard and opening a 
lemonade  stand  thinking  you're  going  to  take  down  the 
Sunny D beverage. The libertarian belief that 3D printers 
will  destroy  large  corporations  and  the  state  is  simply 
ignorant irrational exuberance.
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